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FOURIER DECAY OF FRACTAL MEASURES ON
HYPERBOLOIDS
ALEX BARRON, M. BURAK ERDOG˘AN, AND TERENCE L. J. HARRIS
Abstract. Let µ be an α-dimensional probability measure. We prove new upper
and lower bounds on the decay rate of hyperbolic averages of the Fourier transform
µ̂. More precisely, if H is a truncated hyperbolic paraboloid in Rd we study the
optimal β for which ∫
H
|µ̂(Rξ)|2 dσ(ξ) ≤ C(α, µ)R−β
for all R > 1. Our estimates for β depend on the minimum between the number
of positive and negative principal curvatures of H; if this number is as large as
possible our estimates are sharp in all dimensions.
1. Introduction
1 LetMd be the space of non-negative finite Borel measures supported inB(0, 1) ⊂
Rd. For α ∈ (0, d), the α-dimensional energy of µ ∈ Md is defined via
Iα(µ) :=
∫∫
dµ(x) dµ(y)
|x− y|α
= cα,d
∫
|µ̂(ξ)|2
|ξ|d−α
dξ,
where µ̂ is the Fourier transform of the measure µ:
µ̂(ξ) =
∫
e−ix·ξ dµ(x).
We are interested in the decay of µ̂(ξ) at infinity for measures µ with finite
energy. Although Iα(µ) < ∞ does not imply any pointwise decay of |µ̂(ξ)| as
|ξ| → ∞, in general, the averages of µ̂(ξ) decay at infinity. Let Γ be a smooth,
compact submanifold of Rd. Let σ be the surface measure on Γ. The following can
be considered as a variant of the Fourier restriction problem:
Fix α ∈ (0, d). For which β > 0 is
(1)
∫
Γ
|µ̂(Rξ)|2 dσ(ξ) ≤ CβR
−βIα(µ),
for all R > 1? Let β(α,Γ) denote the supremum of all β so that (1) holds for all
µ ∈ Md.
This question was first formulated by Mattila for Γ = Sd−1, [Ma1], in his work
on Falconer’s distance set problem, [Fa], and intersection theory of general sets.
When Γ = Sd−1, the bound (1) with β = d − α implies that compact sets in Rd
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with Hausdorff dimension greater than α have positive measure distance sets, [Ma1].
There are also more recent, improved, applications to the distance set problem, see
[GIOW], and to the pinned distance set problem, see [Li1, Li2]. See [HI, IL] for
applications of averages on elliptic surfaces to the distance set problem with respect
to more general metrics. There are further applications to the upper bounds on the
dimension of the sets on which convergence to the initial data for the Schro¨dinger
equation fails, [BBCR, LR], and to dispersive estimates for the linear Schro¨dinger
evolution associated to an operator −∆+µ in Rd, d ≥ 3, where the potential µ is a
signed measure with sufficiently large fractal dimension, [Go, EGG]. Recall that the
free Schro¨dinger resolvent R0(λ
2±i0), λ > 0, acts by multiplying Fourier transforms
pointwise by the distribution
p.v.
1
|ξ|2 − λ2
± i
π
λ
dσλSd−1 .
on the Fourier side. Therefore, the spherical averages lead to a uniform in λ estimate
for ‖(I +R+0 (λ
2)µ)−1‖L2µ→L2µ , see [EGG], which is crucial in the study of dispersive
decay estimates.
When Γ = S1, the sharp range of β was obtained by Wolff in [Wo1], also see
[Ma1, Sj1, Er1]. The best known results in higher dimensions are due to Du and
Zhang, [DZ]. For other partial results and counterexamples for Γ = Sd−1 or a
codimension 1 manifold with positive principal curvatures, see [Ma1, Sj1, Bo, Wo1,
Ma2, Er1, Er2, BBCRV, LR, DGOWWZ, DZ, Du]. Also see [EO, CHL2, HL] for
results when Γ is a curve.
The case when Γ is the truncated light cone, Γ = {(x, t) ∈ Rd×R : |x| = t ∈ [1, 2]},
was studied in [Wo2, Er1, CHL1, Ob, Ha1, Ha2]. Optimal results are known in
dimensions d = 2, 3, see [Er1, CHL1]. Also see, [Ha3, Eq. 3.27] for the best known
estimates in dimensions d ≥ 4. These estimates imply fractal Strichartz inequalities
for the wave equation, see [Wo2] (p.1283-1287) and [Er1, CHL1, Ro, Ha1, Ha2]. The
conic case is also useful for projection theorems. For example, using conic averages
Oberlin and Oberlin, [OO], studied a version of Marstrand’s projection theorem
in R3 concerning the Hausdorff dimension of projections onto a restricted family
of planes defined by a curve in the cone. This application was further developed
in [Ha3]. Another interesting application of the conic case was proposed in [Ro];
the fractal Strichartz inequalities for measures which are the tensor product of an
α dimensional measure in Rd and the Lebesgue measure in [0, 1] also imply lower
bounds for the Hausdorff dimension of distance sets.
In this paper we study the case when Γ is an hyperboloid. Let M be a diagonal
(d−1)×(d−1) matrix with all nonzero entries equal to ±1 (with at least two entries
having opposite sign) and let H be the surface
H =
{
(ξ, 〈Mξ, ξ〉) : ξ ∈ Bd−1(0, 1)
}
.
Let pM denote the number of positive entries in M and nM the number of negative
entries in M , and let
m = min(pM , nM ).
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The ordering of signs is unimportant, so assume without loss of generality that along
the diagonal M has (d − 1 − m) positive signs followed by m negative signs, and
write Hd−1m = H. Also let σ be the associated surface measure. Below we prove the
following.
Theorem 1. Let d ≥ 3. If d−m− 1 ≤ α < d−m then
(2) β(α,Hd−1m ) ≤ α−
α−m
d− 2m
.
On the other hand we have,
β(α,Hd−11 ) ≥
α(d − 2)
d− 1
, α ∈ [0, d − 1),
and for m > 1 and j ∈ [1,m− 1],
β(α,Hd−1m ) ≥

α(d−j−1)
d−j , α ∈
[
(j−1)(d−j)
m−1 ,
j(d−j)
m
)
α− α−jd−j−m , α ∈
[
j(d−j)
m ,
j(d−(j+1))
m−1
)
.
If m < d−12 then
(3) β(α,Hd−1m ) ≥
α
2
+
d
4
−
1
2
, α ∈
(
d− 1
2
,
d
2
+ 1
)
.
Additionally, for any m and d,
(4)
β(α,Hd−1m ) = α, α <
d− 1
2
β(α,Hd−1m ) ≥
d− 1
2
,
d− 1
2
≤ α ≤
d+ 1
2
β(α,Hd−1m ) ≥ α− 1,
d+ 1
2
≤ α ≤ d−m
β(α,Hd−1m ) = α− 1, α ≥ d−m,
(note that we always have m ≤ d−12 , and therefore d−m ≥
d+1
2 ).
This shows that the case α ≥ d −m is completely understood. We also have the
following corollary.
Corollary 1.1. If d ≥ 3 is odd and m = d−12 , then
β(α,Hd−1m ) =

α if α ∈
(
0, d−12
)
d−1
2 if α ∈
[
d−1
2 ,
d+1
2
]
α− 1 if α ∈
(
d+1
2 , d
]
.
If d ≥ 4 is even and m = d2 − 1, then
β(α,Hd−1m ) =

α if α ∈
(
0, d−12
)
d−1
2 if α ∈
[
d−1
2 ,
d
2
]
α
2 +
d
4 −
1
2 if α ∈
[
d
2 ,
d
2 + 1
]
α− 1 if α ∈
(
d
2 + 1, d
]
.
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In particular note the decay rate is completely determined in the case d = 4 (since
we must have m = 1). When d is odd this corollary follows from the fact that
d−1
2 = d−m− 1 precisely when m =
d−1
2 . Note also that in this case d−m =
d+1
2 .
When d is even the corollary follows from (2), (3) and (4). The second equality also
holds when d = 2, but this reduces to Wolff’s theorem for the parabolic or circular
averages.
As in the elliptic case there is an equivalent formulation of our main problem in
terms of weighted restriction estimates for the extension operator Ef associated to
Hd−1m . In particular if µR is an α-dimensional measure supported in B
d(0, R) then
to prove Theorem 1 it suffices to study optimal s(α) for which
‖Ef‖L2(µR)
‖f‖L2
. Rs(α), supp(f) ⊂ Bd−1(0, 2).
We discuss how to make this dependence precise below in Section 2.2. After dis-
cretizing the measure we can reduce matters to studying estimates of the form
(5) ‖Ef‖L2(X) . R
s(α)‖f‖L2
where X is an α-dimensional union of lattice unit cubes contained in Bd(0, R) (see
the beginning of Section 4 for the precise definition). These estimates can be studied
using recent techniques established by Du and Zhang in [DZ] to study weighted
estimates for paraboloids. However new ideas are needed to prove the full range of
bounds in Theorem 1 since a direct application of the Du-Zhang argument to Hd−1m
yields sub-optimal results in a range of cases. We briefly give an example that helps
explain why this is the case.
An argument due to Rogers, Vargas, and Vega [RVV] implies that there is a
(d − 1)-dimensional measure νR and a function f ∈ L
2 supported in the unit ball
such that
‖Ef‖L2(νR) & R
1
2‖f‖L2 .
Since one always has
‖Ef‖L2(νR) . R
1
2 ‖f‖L2
this immediately implies that the optimal s(α) in (5) is s(α) = 12 when α ≥ d − 1.
We will show below in Section 4 that in fact the optimal value is s(α) = 12 for all
α ≥ d−m. Our example is similar to the example found in [RVV]. This contrasts
the case of the paraboloid where the case α = d− 1 is much more difficult and was
only recently understood in the case d = 3 by Du, Guth, and Li, [DGL], and in
general dimensions by Du and Zhang, [DZ]. Moreover, if m ≥ 1 we see that we have
a large ‘trivial’ range where α ∈ [d −m,d], and thus we need to focus on the case
of smaller α with α < d −m. A direct application of the Du-Zhang method does
not give optimal results in this range for any α, and so we need to augment their
approach with some new ideas adapted to the geometry of Hd−1m .
After discussing some counterexamples in Section 4 we explain in Section 5 how
to modify the Du-Zhang method to obtain better bounds on β(α,Hd−1m ) when α <
d − m and m ≥ 1. The general scheme of the argument is the same as in [DZ],
although we need to optimize between different levels in the ‘broad’ and ‘narrow’
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cases depending on α and m. In order to make this argument work we need to
use k-narrow decoupling estimates for Hd−1m which follow from arguments due to
Bourgain and Demeter in [BD2]. These are discussed below in Section 3.
However, this is not sufficient to prove the lower bounds claimed in (3) in Theorem
1 (and in particular not sufficient to obtain optimal bounds in the range α ∈ [2, 3)
when d = 4). These bounds require a bilinear argument that invokes weighted
versions of bilinear estimates for Hd−1m due to Lee, [Le], and Vargas, [Va]. The
weighted estimates are then used in a broad-narrow argument similar to [DZ], though
to justify their use we need to incorporate some observations from [Ba] about the
estimates of Lee and Vargas. We carry out this argument and prove (3) in Section
6. We remark that the cases considered in Section 6 do not require any decoupling
estimates beyond the trivial L∞ decoupling which is a consequence of Cauchy-
Schwarz.
2. Preliminaries
We summarize and prove some important results which we will use throughout
the rest of the paper. First note that β(α,Γ) is nondecreasing and continuous (see,
e.g., Lemma 3.1 in [Wo1]) in α. In addition β(α,Γ) ≤ α since, using the invariance
of β(α,Γ) under dilations and rotations, one can bound the energy integral.
In addition it will be more convenient for us to work with the following equivalent
formulation of (1). We let β˜(α,Γ) be the supremum over all β such that∫
Γ
|µ̂(Rξ)|2 dσ(ξ) .β cα(µ)R
−β
for all Borel probability measures µ supported in Bd(0, 1), where
cα(µ) := sup
B(x,r)
r>0,x∈Rd
µ(B(x, r))
rα
.
We note that for all α ∈ (0, d), β˜(α,Γ) = β(α,Γ). One direction follows from the
inequality Iα1(µ) . cα2(µ) for α2 > α1 and the continuity of β(α,Γ) in α. For the
other direction, one can use Lemma 1.5 in [Wo1].
2.1. Elementary Positive Results. We recall the following theorem.
Theorem 2 ([Sj2],[Er1]). Let ν be a probability measure on Rd with compact support
such that
|ν̂(ξ)| . |ξ|−a and ν(B(x, r)) . rb, x ∈ Rd
for a, b ∈ (0, d). Then for any µ ∈ M,∫
|µ̂(Rξ)|2dν(ξ) . Iα(µ)R
−max(min(a,α),α−d+b).
In our setting we may take ν to be the surface measure of Hd−1m , so that a =
d−1
2
and b = d− 1 above. This implies the lower bounds in (4).
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2.2. Equivalence Between Decay and Localized Restriction Estimates.
Let Ef denote the Fourier extension operator associated to Hd−1m . As in [Er2],
[DGOWWZ], [DZ] we will see that it will suffice to consider certain weighted L2
estimates for Ef .
Fix α ∈ (0, d] and R > 1. Let µ be an α-dimensional measure supported in the
unit ball as above, and let µR be the measure on B
d(0, R) defined by µR(A) =
Rαµ(R−1A). Note that
cα(µR) . cα(µ)
with the implicit constant independent of R. We let sd(α) be the infinum over all s
such that
‖Ef‖L2(dµR;BR(0,R)) . cα(µR)
1
2Rs‖f‖L2 , supp(f) ⊂ B
d−1(0, 2)
for all α-dimensional probability measures µ supported in Bd(0, 1). We will repeat-
edly use the following relationship between β(α,Hd−1m ) and sd(α).
Proposition 2.1. One has
sd(α) =
α− β(α,Hd−1m )
2
.
A proof of this proposition is in the Appendix below.
2.3. Wave Packet Decomposition. Fix a scale R > 1 and suppose θ is a ball of
radius R−
1
2 in frequency space. We let G(θ) denote the unit normal to H above the
center of θ. In particular, if ξ ∈ Rd−1 is the center of θ then we have
G(θ) =
1
|(2ξ,−1)|
(2ξ1, . . . , 2ξd−m−1,−2ξd−m, . . . ,−2ξd−1,−1).
Note that the angle between G(θ1) and G(θ2) is proportional to the distance between
the centers of θ1 and θ2. Below we will also let G0 be the function
G0(ξ) = (2ξ1, . . . , 2ξd−m−1,−2ξd−m, . . . ,−2ξd−1,−1).
We recall the scale R
1
2 wave packet decomposition for Ef . We let {θ} be a
collection of finitely-overlapping balls of radius R−
1
2 covering the support of f , and
let {ν} be a collection of finitely-overlapping balls of radius R
1
2 covering Bd−1x (0, R).
Then using a partition of unity we decompose
f =
∑
θ,ν
fθ,ν
where fθ,ν is supported in a small neighborhood of the R
− 1
2 -ball θ, and where f̂θ,ν
rapidly decays outside the R
1
2 -ball ν. Then
Ef =
∑
θ,ν
Efθ,ν
and each wave packet Efθ,ν is essentially supported in a R
1
2
+δ × · · · ×R
1
2
+δ ×R1+δ
tube Tθ,ν in R
d passing through ν with long direction G(θ). Here δ > 0 is a small
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parameter which will be harmless to our estimates, and hence we suppress its role
below (we can for example take δ = ǫ100, where ǫ is fixed below). For more on this
wave packet decomposition see for example [Le], [Gu1].
3. Narrow decoupling
Fix a scale K ≫ 1 and decompose the support of the input function f as a
union of finitely-overlapping caps τ of radius K−1. Then use a partition of unity to
decompose f =
∑
τ fτ and Ef =
∑
τ Efτ .
We recall the following decoupling result for surfaces with non-zero Gaussian
curvature proved by Bourgain and Demeter.
Proposition 3.1 ([BD2]). Let M be a smooth, compact manifold with Gaussian
curvature bounded away from 0 and let m denote the minimum between the number
of positive and negative principal curvatures of M. Let EMf denote the Fourier
extension operator associated to M. Let Q be a K2-cube and suppose EMf =∑
τ EMfτ , where the τ are K
−1-caps. Also suppose 2 ≤ p ≤ 2(d−m+1)d−m−1 . Then for
any η > 0 one has
‖EMf‖Lp(Q) .η K
m( 1
2
− 1
p
)+η
(∑
τ
‖EMfτ‖
2
Lp(wQ)
)1
2
.
If p > 2(d−m+1)d−m−1 then the above estimate holds with the loss K
m( 1
2
− 1
p
) replaced by
K
d−1
2
− d+1
p .
If f is supported near a lower-dimensional space we can take advantage of the
following ‘narrow decoupling’ result for Hd−1m , which will be useful for proving lower
bounds for β(α,Hd−1m ). Given a K
−1-cap τ , let ωτ denote the center of τ . Given a
subspace V of Rd we will write τ ∈ V to signify that
Angle(G(ωτ ), V ) ≤ K
−1.
We say that Ef is concentrated along a K−1 neighborhood of V if∑
τ /∈V
Efτ = RapDec(R)‖f‖L2 ,
where RapDec(R) is a term such that for any N > 1
|RapDec(R)| ≤ CNR
−N .
Proposition 3.2 ([BD2]). Let Q be a K2-cube and suppose Ef =
∑
τ Efτ is con-
centrated along an O(K−1) neighborhood of a k-dimensional vector space V in Rd
with k ≥ m+ 1. Also suppose 2 ≤ p ≤ 2(k−m+1)k−m−1 . Then for any η > 0 one has
(6) ‖Ef‖Lp(Q) .η K
m( 1
2
− 1
p
)+η
(∑
τ
‖Efτ‖
2
Lp(wQ)
) 1
2
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Notice that pm,k :=
2(k−m+1)
k−m−1 is decreasing in k, hence the range of L
p exponents
where the loss scales as K
m( 1
2
− 1
p
)
increases when k is smaller. We will see below
that this leads to improved lower bounds for β(α,Hd−1m ) in the interesting range
α < d − m. We also remark that Proposition 3.2 is indeed an improvement over
Proposition 3.1 when applicable. For example, in the case d = 4,m = 1, k = 3 one
can use Proposition 3.2 decouple at p = 6 with a loss of K
1
3 . However if one instead
uses Proposition 3.1 in this case with p = 6 the loss is K
2
3 .
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is implicit in the argument given in Section 3 of
[BD2] (in particular in Proposition 3.2 of [BD2]). It is also similar to other ‘narrow
decoupling’ arguments (see for example Lemma 9.3 in [Gu1] or Section 2 in [Ha2]),
although some new issues arise related to the presence of affine subsets of Hd−1m and
also the action of the Gauss map associated to Hd−1m . We include most of the details
for the convenience of the reader, since it is worth illustrating how Hd−1m differs from
the case of the (elliptic) paraboloid or cone.
The main idea is the following: even though the intersection of Hd−1m with a k-
plane may have zero Gaussian curvature, there are limits to the loss of curvature in
terms of the parameter m. Indeed, the surface Hd−1m can contain affine subsets, but
only of dimension less than or equal to m. The key quantitative tool is the following
lemma.
Let V0 be a (k − 1)-dimensional subspace of R
d−1 and let W = V0 × R. We set
HW = H
d−1
m ∩W.
It is straightforward to check that one can parametrize HW with a quadratic form
and hence the principal curvatures are constant along the surface. Let V the k-
dimensional subspace such that G0(ω) ∈ V if and only if ω ∈ V0.
Lemma 3.3. Let IK,b = (−1 + K
−b, 1 − K−b). Let m(HW ) denote the minimum
between the number of positive and negative principal curvatures of HW which are
outside the interval IK,b, and let r(HW ) denote the number of principal curvatures
which are in IK,b. Then
m(HW ) + r(HW ) ≤ m
Proof. The proof is the same as an argument given in the proof of Proposition 3.2
in [BD2]. We apply a rotation to Rd−1 to assume that we can write
V0 = span{e1, ..., ek−1}
where ei are the standard basis vectors in R
d. This changes the defining matrix M
for Hd−1m but of course does not change any geometric properties of the surface (and
in particular the eigenvalues of the new M are still ±1).
Then there is a symmetric (k − 1)× (k − 1) matrix such that
HW = {(ω, 〈Aω,ω〉) : ω ∈ V0},
and moreover
(7) 〈ω,Aω〉 = 〈ω,Mω〉, ω ∈ V0
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We can find an orthonormal basis of (d− 1) eigenvectors ηi for M in Rd−1, and an
orthonormal basis of k − 1 eigenvectors vi for A in V0. Their eigenvalues are the
respective principal curvatures. After relabeling we assume the eigenvectors vi are
ordered based on their eigenvalues being positive and outside IK,b, then negative
and outside IK,b, and then finally those in IK,b (which for all purposes we treat
as if they were 0). We also assume the eigenvectors ηi are ordered based on their
eigenvalues being positive then negative.
Let p(Hd−1m ) and n(H
d−1
m ) denote the number of positive and negative eigenvalues
of M , respectively. Then m = min(p(Hd−1m ), n(H
d−1
m )). Define eigenspaces
X+ = span{η
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ p(Hd−1m )}, X− = span{η
i : p(Hd−1m ) + 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1}
and
XW+ = span{v
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ p(HW )}, X
W
− = span{v
i : p(HW )+1 ≤ i ≤ p(HW )+n(HW )},
XW0 = span{v
i : p(HW ) + n(HW ) + 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1}
We claim that
(8) n(HW ) + r(HW ) ≤ n(H
d−1
m )
and
(9) p(HW ) + r(HW ) ≤ p(H
d−1
m )
These follow by dimension counting. For example, suppose (8) is false. Then (XW− ⊕
XW0 ) ∩X+ must contain a unit vector u. Indeed note that dim X+ = p(H
d−1
m ) and
the dimension of XW− ⊕X
W
0 is n(HW ) + r(HW ). Then if (8) fails we have
dim(XW− ⊕X
W
0 ) > n(H
d−1
m ),
and the claim then follows since p(Hd−1m )+n(H
d−1
m ) = d−1. Since (X
W
− ⊕X
W
0 )∩X+
contains a unit vector u it follows by definition that
〈Au, u〉 ≤ 1−K−b
and also
〈Mu,u〉 = 1.
But 〈Au, u〉 = 〈Mu,u〉 since u ∈ V0, contradiction. The proof of (9) is similar.
Now suppose that m(HW ) + r(HW ) > m. Then
p(HW ) + r(HW ) > m, n(HW ) + r(HW ) > m
and from (8) and (9) we then obtain
n(Hd−1m ) > m, p(H
d−1
m ) > m.
This contradicts the definition of m and so the result follows. 
The following lemma allows us to use lower-dimensional cases of Proposition 3.1
for intersections that have enough curvature.
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Lemma 3.4. Fix l with 2 ≤ l ≤ d. Let V be an l-dimensional subspace of Rd, and
suppose F =
∑
τ Fτ is such that each F̂τ has support in a K
−2 neighbourhood of τ ,
such that the normal to τ is contained in a K−1-neighbourhood of V .
Let W = G−10 (V )× R. If
H
d−1
m ∩W = H
d−1
m ∩G
−1(V )
is a smooth (l−1)-dimensional surface with nonvanishing Gaussian curvature, then
πV (supp F̂ ) ⊆ NCK−2(πV (H
d−1
m ∩G
−1(V ))),
and πV (H
d−1
m ∩ G
−1(V )) is a smooth (l − 1)-dimensional surface in V with nonva-
nishing Gaussian curvature. Moreover, the sets
NCK−2(πV (supp F̂τ ))
are essentially disjoint. All implicit constants depend only on the lower bound for
the magnitude of the Gaussian curvature of Hd−1m ∩G
−1(V ).
Proof. Let W0 be the unique l-dimensional subspace of R
d parallel to W . It will
first be shown that πW0 : V → W0 is bi-Lipschitz. The composition πW0 ◦ G is
nonvanishing since ed ∈W , and so
GW0 =
πW0 ◦G
|πW0 ◦G|
,
where GW0 : H
d−1
m ∩ G
−1(V ) → Sd−1 ∩W0 is the Gauss map on H
d−1
m ∩ G
−1(V ).
This will be used to show that
(10) |πW0(v)| ∼ |v|,
for every v ∈ V . Suppose for a contradiction that (10) fails. Then by compactness
there exists v ∈ V ∩ Sd−1 such that
|πW0(v)| = 0.
Then πW0 maps V into a subspace E ⊆ W0 of dimension < l, and so the image of
GW0 : H
d−1
m ∩G
−1(V )→ Sd−1 ∩W0 is contained in S
d−1 ∩E, which has dimension
< l − 1. But GW0 is locally bi-Lipschitz since H
d−1
m ∩ G
−1(V ) has nonvanishing
Gaussian curvature, so this is a contradiction.
This shows that πW0 : V →W0 is bi-Lipschitz, and this implies that πV :W0 → V
is bi-Lipschitz, since
|w|2 =
〈
πV (w), (πW0 |V )
−1 (w)
〉
. |πV (w)||w|,
for any w ∈ W0. Therefore πV : W → V is bi-Lipschitz, and by compactness the
bi-Lipschitz constant depends only on the lower bound of the Gaussian curvature of
Hd−1m ∩G
−1(V ). This implies that πV (H
d−1
m ∩G
−1(V )) is a smooth (l−1)-dimensional
surface in V with nonvanishing Gaussian curvature, and the sets
NCK−2(πV (supp F̂τ ))
are essentially disjoint.
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For each cap τ , there exists a point x ∈ C2τ with G(x) ∈ V , since G is locally
bi-Lipschitz, where C2 is a large constant. The tangent plane at x satisfies
TπV (x)πV (H
d−1
m ∩W ) = πV (Tx(H
d−1
m ∩W ))
= πV (Tx(H
d−1
m )).
The second line follows from the fact that πV (Tx(H
d−1
m )) is only (l− 1)-dimensional
(since G(x) ∈ V ), and contains πV (Tx(H
d−1
m ∩W )) which is also (l−1)-dimensional.
Let T ′x(H
d−1
m ) = x+ Tx(H
d−1
m ). Then
πV
(
supp F̂τ
)
⊆ πV (NK−2(τ))
⊆ NK−2(πV (τ))
⊆ NC1K−2(πV (T
′
xH
d−1
m ∩B(x,C1K
−1)))
⊆ NC1K−2(πV (T
′
xH
d−1
m ) ∩BV (πV (x), C1K
−1))
= NC1K−2(T
′
πV (x)
πV (H
d−1
m ∩W ) ∩BV (πV (x), C1K
−1))
⊆ NCK−2(πV (H
d−1
m ∩W ))
= NCK−2(πV (H
d−1
m ∩G
−1(V ))).
This finishes the proof. 
Remark 3.1. It is possible that the intersection Hd−1m ∩W has Gaussian curvature
near 0, in which case the conclusion of Lemma 3.4 can fail. For example2, suppose
for simplicity we are in the case d = 3 and after applying a rotation assume the phase
is of the form ξ3 = ξ1ξ2. Suppose the normals are contained in a K
−1-neighborhood
of the vector space
V = {ξ ∈ R3 : ξ1 = 0}.
Then if
V0 = {ξ ∈ R
2 : ξ2 = 0}
it follows that the input function is supported in an O(K−1)-neighborhood of V0.
In this case the projection to V of the support of Êf may not be contained in an
O(K−2)-neighborhood of πV (HW ) (where as before W = V0 × R). For example,
if f ∼ 1 near the region where |ξ1| ∼ 1 then the projection of the support of Êf
is spread out in the interval where |ξ3| ≤ K
−1. Note however that in this case
the intersection HW has zero Gaussian curvature and the projection πV is not bi-
Lipschitz.
If the intersection HW has Gaussian curvature bounded above by some K
−σ then
similar arguments show that the conclusion of Lemma 3.4 can fail. However Lemma
3.3 will allow us to choose our slices so that the intersection has principal curvatures
near 1 in absolute value, avoiding this issue.
2We thank Jonathan Hickman and Marina Iliopoulou for bringing our attention to this example.
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Remark 3.2. The dependence of the Lipschitz constant on the curvature in Lemma
3.4 can be made more quantitative. Assume W is a subspace (which we can in
application) and let A be the symmetric (k − 1) × (k − 1) matrix such that (in
appropriate coordinates)
〈Aω,ω〉 = 〈Mω,ω〉, ω ∈W ∩ Rd−1.
Now let {w1, ..., wk−1} be an orthonormal basis ofW∩R
d−1 consisting of eigenvectors
for A. Then {Mw1, ...,Mwk−1, ed} is an orthonormal basis for V since
Mwi − ed = G0(wi) ∈ V.
Since 〈Aw,w〉 = 〈Mw,w〉 when w ∈W ∩ Rd−1 we must have
〈M(wi − wj), wi − wj〉 = 〈A(wi − wj), wi − wj〉
and hence 〈Mwj , wi〉 = 〈Awj , wi〉. Now if v =
∑
i viMwi + vded ∈ V then
πW (v) =
∑
j
(∑
i
vi〈Mwi, wj〉
)
wj + vded
=
∑
j
(∑
i
vi〈Awi, wj〉
)
wj + vded
=
∑
j
(λjvj)wj + vded
where the λj are the eigenvalues. Since the eigenvalues are bounded in absolute
value by 1 it follows that
|πW (v)|
2 =
∑
j
λ2jv
2
j + v
2
d ≥ (inf
j
|λj |)
2|v|2.
Therefore
|πW (v)| ≥ (inf
j
|λj |)|v|
where the λj are the principal curvatures of HW in W . As a consequence the
bi-Lipschitz constant of πV :W → V is also bounded away from 0, and in particular
|πV (w)| ≥ (inf
j
|λj |)|w|, w ∈W.
Finally we recall the following ‘trivial’ decoupling result which allows us to elim-
inate directions with small curvature.
Proposition 3.5 (Flat Decoupling). Suppose T is a collection of finitely-overlapping
balls τ of radius K−1 in Bd−1(0, 2). Then for any cube Q of side-length K2 one has
‖
∑
τ∈T
Efτ‖Lp(Q) ≤ C(#T )
1
2
− 1
p
(∑
τ∈T
‖Efτ‖
2
Lp(wQ)
) 1
2 ,
where wQ is a smooth weight adapted to Q.
Proof. The case p = ∞ is just the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and when p = 2
the proposition follows from Plancherel’s theorem. The remaining cases follow by
interpolation. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. Fix a k-dimensional plane V as above and let W be the
k-plane W = V0 × R, where V0 = G
−1
0 (V ). Using affine invariance assume that
V0 is a subspace. We choose orthonormal coordinates (y
′, y′′) with y′ parallel to
V . Let F (y′) denote the restriction of Ef · wBK2 (y
′, y′′) with y′′ fixed. We let
HW = H
d−1
m ∩W and define m(HW ) and r(HW ) as in the statement of Lemma 3.3.
We identify W with Rk. As above we can parameterize HW as the graph of a
possibly degenerate quadratic form whose defining matrix A is symmetric. We may
find an orthonormal basis of Rk consisting of eigenvectors for A, and the respective
eigenvalues λi are the principal curvatures of HW . We let r(HW ) denote the num-
ber of these eigenvalues in the interval IK,2. We perform a flat decoupling in the
directions of the eigenvectors with eigenvalues inside IK,2, contributing a loss of
K
r(HW )(
1
2
− 1
p
)
.
We claim that by Lemma 3.3 the resulting slices are O(K−1)-neighborhoods of
(k − r(HW ))-planes Wr such that Wr ∩ H
d−1
m := HWr is a surface of dimension
k−r(HW )−1 with principal curvatures bounded below in absolute value by 1−K
−2.
More precisely, after applying a rotation we can assume that the standard basis
vectors e1, ...ek−1 are eigenvectors for A and moreover by Lemma 3.3 that
{λ1, ..., λp(HW )+n(HW )} ⊂ I
c
K,2.
In these coordinates we let Wr,0 be the subspace
Wr,0 = {ω ∈ V0 : ωp(HW )+n(HW )+1 = ... = ωk−1 = 0}
and let {Wr} be the family of K
−1-separated planes in Rd−1 obtained by translating
Wr,0×R in axis-parallel directions. Then after applying a flat decoupling in each of
the r(HW ) directions ep(HW )+n(HW )+1, ..., ek−1 we can assume that F̂ is supported
in a K−1-neighborhood of one of the Wr. Since F̂ is supported in B
d−1(0, 2) this
contributes a loss ofKr(HW )(
1
2
− 1
p
) to our main estimate, as claimed above. Moreover,
HWr is parametrized by a quadratic form whose defining matrix has each of its
k − r(HW ) − 1 eigenvalues outside of IK,2. Hence HWr is a smooth surface of
dimension k− r(HW )− 1 and the claimed lower bounds on the principal curvatures
follow.
Now let FWr denote the Fourier restriction of F to a K
−1-neighborhood of Wr.
Let Vr be the subspace of dimension k − r(HV ) spanned by vectors in G(Wr). By
Lemma 3.4 we therefore know that if we restrict FWr to a plane V
′
r parallel to Vr
then the Fourier transform of (FWr)|V ′r is supported in an O(K
−2) neighborhood
of the projection of HWr to Vr. Moreover one checks using an argument similar
to Remark 3.2 that the signs of the curvatures of the surface are preserved by the
projection. Then by Proposition 3.1 we can decouple the support of F̂ |NK−1 (Wr)
into K−1 caps with a loss of
CηK
m(HW )(
1
2
− 1
p
)+η
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as long as
2 ≤ p ≤
2((k − r(HW ))−m(HW ) + 1)
(k − r(HW ))−m(HW )− 1
.
We can stitch together these steps in the usual way using Fubini’s theorem and
Minkowski’s inequality to obtain
(11) ‖Ef‖Lp(Q) .η K
[m(HW )+r(HW )](
1
2
− 1
p
)+η
(∑
τ
‖Efτ‖
2
Lp(wQ)
) 1
2
as long as p ≤ 2((k−r(HW ))−m(HW )+1)(k−r(HW ))−m(HW )−1 (for similar ‘slicing’ arguments see for example
Lemma 9.3 in [Gu1] or Section 2 in [Ha2]).
The argument is complete if m(HW ) + r(HW ) = m, so suppose
m(HW ) + r(HW ) < m
(this is the only remaining case by Lemma 3.3). Note that in this case
2(k −m+ 1)
k −m− 1
>
2((k − r(HW ))−m(HW ) + 1)
(k − r(HW ))−m(HW )− 1
.
By interpolating between (11) and the trivial Cauchy-Schwarz estimate
‖Ef‖L∞(Q) . K
k−1
2
(∑
τ∈V
‖Efτ‖
2
L∞(wQ)
) 1
2
we obtain
‖Ef‖Lp(Q) .η K
k−1
2
− (k+1)
p
+η
(∑
τ
‖Efτ‖
2
Lp(wQ)
) 1
2
, p =
2(k −m+ 1)
k −m− 1
.
A bit of algebra then shows that
k − 1
2
−
(k + 1)
p
= m(
1
2
−
1
p
), p =
2(k −m+ 1)
k −m− 1
.
This completes the proof.

4. Upper bounds for β(α,Hd−1m )
By Proposition 2.1, counterexamples to localized weighted restriction estimates
imply upper bounds on β(α,Hd−1m ). It is convenient to work with a discretized
version of the weighted restriction estimates. Let X be a union of unit lattice cubes
in Bd(0, R). We abuse notation and write Q ∈ X if Q is a lattice unit cube with
Q ⊂ X. We say X is α-dimensional if
γdα(X) := sup
Bd(z,r)
z∈Rn, r≥1
#{Q ∈ X : Q ⊂ Bd(z, r)}
rα
∈ [c, C]
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with c, C independent of R. We let sd(α) be the infimum over all s ≥ 0 such that
‖Ef‖L2(X) .s R
s‖f‖L2 , supp(f) ⊂ B
d−1(0, 2)
for all α-dimensional X contained in Bd(0, R).
Lemma 4.1. One has
sd(α) = sd(α).
A proof of this lemma can be found in the Appendix.
4.1. A counterexample based on signs of principal curvatures. Recall that
pM is the number of positive entries in M and nM is the number of negative entries
in M . Also recall
m = min(pM , nM ).
We prove the following
Proposition 4.2. Suppose α ∈ [d−m− 1, d−m]. Then
sd(α) ≥
α−m
2(d− 2m)
and therefore
β(α,Hd−1m ) ≤ α−
α−m
d− 2m
.
Our proof uses a tensor product argument that takes advantage of some recent
lower bounds in the elliptic case due to Du [Du]. We note however that if α ≥ d−m
the argument is simpler and one can take h below to be a Knapp example.
Proof. After a change of variables we may assume that
Ef(x, t) =
∫
Rd−1
f(ξ)e2πi(x·ξ+tφ(ξ))dξ
where
φ(ξ) = ±ξ1ξ2 ± · · · ± ξ2m−1ξ2m + ξ
2
2m+1 + · · ·+ ξ
2
d−1.
We let
Λ = ([0, R−1]× [0, 1])m
and set
g(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ2m) = 1Λ(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ2m).
We choose our input function so that
f(ξ) = g(ξ1, . . . , ξ2m)h(ξ2m+1, . . . , ξd−1).
If we let x˜ = (x1, . . . , x2m) and x
′ = (x2m+1, . . . , xd−1) then we have
Ef(x, t) = E˜g(x˜, t)eit∆Rd−2m−1 hˇ(x′),
where
E˜g(x˜, t) =
∫
R2m
g(η)e2πi(x˜·η+t(η1η2±···±η2m−1η2m))dη.
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Let S˜R = ([0, cR] × [0, c])
m for some small but uniform c > 0. For our choice of
g one easily checks that if c is small enough (independent of R) then
(12) |E˜g(x˜, t)| & R−m, |t| ≤ cR, x˜ ∈ S˜R.
We choose our measure to be µR = νh × νe, where νh is a λ-dimensional measure
on R2m and νe is a σ-dimensional measure on R
d−2m, with α = λ + σ. Then µR
is α-dimensional. In fact it suffices to set λ = m and let νh be a dilate of m-
dimensional Lebesgue measure. In particular let S˜ ⊂ R2m be the subspace spanned
by x1, x3, . . . , x2m−1. We define νh such that νh(Q) = 1 for each lattice unit cube
Q in R2m with Q ∩ S˜ 6= ∅, and νh(Q) = 0 for all other lattice unit cubes. Note that
we then have νh(S˜R) ∼ R
m.
By (12) we have
‖Ef‖L2(µR)
‖f‖L2
& R−
m
2 νh(S˜R)
1
2
‖eit∆hˇ‖L2(νe)
‖h‖L2
&
‖eit∆hˇ‖L2(νe)
‖h‖L2
.
We now appeal to the following lower bounds for the parabolic case due to Du:
Theorem 3 ([Du]). There exists a function h supported in Bn−1(0, 2) and a σ-
dimensional measure ν on Rn supported in Bn(0, R) such that
‖eit∆Rn hˇ‖L2(ν)
‖h‖L2
& R
1−2κ(σ,n)
2 ,
where
κ(σ, n) =
n− σ
2n
, σ ∈ [n− 1, n].
This theorem follows from Theorem 1.2(a) in [Du] along with Proposition 2.1.
Now recall that α ∈ [d −m− 1, d −m], and therefore σ ∈ [d − 2m− 1, d − 2m].
We let h and νe be the function and measure determined by the above theorem with
n = d− 2m, thus obtaining
‖Ef‖L2(µR)
‖f‖L2
& R
1−2κ(σ,d−2m)
2 = R
σ
2n = R
α−m
2(d−2m) .

As a corollary we see that if α ≥ d −m then sd(α) =
1
2 and therefore for such
α we have β(α,Hd−1m ) = α − 1. This follows from the monotonicity in α of the
quantity sd(α), along with the easy observation that sd(d) =
1
2 (which follows from
Plancherel’s Theorem). The monotonicity of sd(α) can be seen directly from Lemma
4.1, since monotonicity of s¯d(α) is obvious.
Remark 4.1. By considering the other cases covered by Theorem 1.1 in [Du] one
can obtain further lower bounds for sd(α) in the range α < d −m − 1, and hence
further upper bounds for β(α,Hd−1m ) in this range. The argument is the same as we
saw above, with the only change being the admissible value of κ(σ, n) determined
by Theorem 1.1 in [Du].
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5. Lower bounds for β(α,Hd−1m ): the Du-Zhang Method
We can obtain lower bounds for β(α,Hd−1m ) by adapting the broad-narrow analysis
of Du and Zhang [DZ]. The set-up and structure of the argument are essentially the
same as in [DZ], although there are a few important differences. We cannot use the
stronger decoupling result for paraboloids, so we instead must adapt the argument
to the weaker decoupling results that exist for surfaces with principal curvatures of
mixed signs as summarized in Section 2. On the other hand, in the ‘broad’ case
where one uses multilinear restriction estimates the curvature is less relevant and
by following the argument in [DZ] we actually get estimates for the broad term
which are better than optimal; hence we can refine the argument by weakening the
broadness assumption and consequently leaving more room to gain from narrow
decoupling.
We will prove the following analogue of Proposition 3.1 in [DZ]. Recall that
pm,k =
2(k−m+1)
k−m−1 .
Proposition 5.1. Fix any ǫ > 0 and pick δ > 0 with δ ≪ ǫ (say δ = ǫ4). Let K =
Rδ and let Q = {Qj}
M
j=1 be a collection of K
2-cubes in Bd(0, R). Let Y =
⋃M
j=1Qj
and
γ = sup
Bd(z,r)
r≥K2
#{Q ∈ Y : Q ⊂ Bd(z, r)}
rα
.
Fix k ≥ m + 1 and suppose that ‖Ef‖Lpm,k (Qj) is dyadically constant as Qj ∈ Q
vary.
If
s(α) ≥ max
(
(d−m)− α
2pm,k
+
α− (d−m) + 2
4
,
α
2(k + 1)
)
then there is Cǫ such that
(13) ‖Ef‖Lpm,k (Y ) ≤ CǫR
s(α)+ǫM
−( 1
2
− 1
pm,k
)
γ
1
2
− 1
pm,k ‖f‖L2
whenever f is supported in the unit ball.
After pigeonholing and using the uncertainty principle Proposition 5.1 implies that
if X is any α-dimensional collection of unit cubes in Bd(0, R) then
(14) ‖Ef‖L2(X) .ǫ R
s(α)+ǫ‖f‖L2 .
Via Proposition 2.1 this will imply the remaining claimed lower bounds for
β(α,Hd−1m ) in all cases except those in (3). This implication is discussed further
below, after the proof of the proposition. For a proof that Proposition 5.1 implies
(14) see the proof of Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.7 in [DZ].
Remark 5.1. Du and Zhang introduce an extra parameter λ to account for the
number of unit cubes in X that intersect a given lattice R
1
2 cube. This allows them
to take advantage of certain refined Strichartz estimates from [DGLZ], although as
remarked in [DZ] the parameter λ is not needed for the proof of their main estimate
Corollary 1.7. Although one can prove certain weaker refined Strichartz estimates
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for Hd−1m by following arguments from [DGLZ] these do not improve any of our
estimates for sd(α) below. For this reason we have chosen to prove the weaker
version of Proposition 5.1 without the parameter λ.
We fix ǫ > 0 for the rest of the argument. Let δ > 0 be another small parameter
with δ ≪ ǫ and set
K = Rδ.
Let T be a collection of K−1-cubes tiling the support of f and use a partition of
unity to decompose f =
∑
τ fτ with fτ supported in (a small dilate of) τ . Also let
S be a collection of K2-cubes tiling Bd(0, R). Given a K2-cube Q in S we define its
significant set
Sp(Q) =
{
τ : ‖Efτ‖Lp(Q) ≥
1
100(#T )
‖Ef‖Lp(Q)
}
.
Note that ∑
τ /∈Sp(Q)
‖Efτ‖Lp(Q) ≤
1
100
‖Ef‖Lp(Q),
so we may absorb terms involving τ which are not significant to the left-hand side
of our estimates of ‖Ef‖Lp(Q) below.
We say that a K2-cube Q is k-narrow and write Q ∈ N (k) if there is a k-
dimensional subspace V such that
Angle(G(τ), V ) ≤
1
100dK
for all τ ∈ Sp(Q), where G(τ) is the unit normal to the surface H
d−1
m above the
center of τ . If a cube Q is not k-narrow then we say it is (k + 1)-broad and write
Q ∈ B(k + 1).
We proceed by induction on R, the case R ∼ 1 being easy. Since we are assuming
that ‖Ef‖Lp(Q) is dyadically constant as Q ∈ Q varies it suffices to consider sepa-
rately the cases where all cubes are k-narrow and where all cubes are (k+1)-broad.
5.1. The narrow case. We begin by assuming all of the cubes are k-narrow. The
following lemma is the main estimate in this case. To simplify notation we will set
p = pm,k for the rest of the section.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that all of the cubes in Y are k-narrow and that Proposition
5.1 is true at scale R/K2. Let
q(α, p) = (α+m+ 1)
(
1
2
−
1
p
)
+
d+ 1
p
−
d− 1
2
− 2s(α).
Then for p = pm,k one has
‖Ef‖Lp(Y ) ≤ Cǫ(logR)
cKǫ
4−ǫKq(α,p)Rs(α)+ǫ(γM−1)
1
2
− 1
p ‖f‖L2 .
Lemma 5.2 implies the narrow case of Proposition 5.1 as long as
(15) s(α) =
(d−m)− α
2p
+
α− (d−m) + 2
4
,
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which is the best choice of s(α) for which the induction closes.
If we set p = pm,d−1, corresponding to the usual narrow case Q ∈ N (d − 1) , we
get
s(α) =
α
2(d−m)
.
This is in general an improvement from what we can obtain from more elementary
arguments. However, if we assume Q ∈ N (k) for k < d − 1 then we can use
Proposition 3.2 to decouple with larger p = pm,k, and thus from (15) we will have
better estimates in some cases. We defer this analysis until after we sketch the proof
of Lemma 5.2 and consider the broad case of Proposition 5.1.
5.1.1. Proof sketch of Lemma 5.2. The argument is essentially the same as the proof
of the narrow case in [DZ], with the exception that we use the k-narrow decoupling
in Proposition 3.2 in place of (d− 1)-narrow decoupling for the paraboloid.
We break Bd−1(0, R) into R/K cubes D and decompose
Ef =
∑
(τ,D)
Ef✷τ,D ,
where Êf
✷τ,D
is supported in a small dilate of τ and Ef✷τ,D decays rapidly outside
a (small dilate of) an R/K × · · · × R/K × R rectangle with long direction G(τ).
Since we are in the narrow case it follows that the τ are supported in an O(K−1)
neighborhood of a (k − 1)-plane V0, and hence we can decouple using Proposition
3.2 and then hope to use the induction hypothesis and parabolic rescaling. As in
[DZ] we first need to pigeonhole to fix certain parameters before carrying out this
argument.
Let R1 = R/K
2 and K1 = R
δ
1. By induction we can assume Proposition 5.1 holds
at scale R1. To take advantage of this we cover each ✷ = ✷τ,D by KK
2
1 × · · · ×
KK21 ×K
2K21 tubes S with long direction parallel to G(τ). We may throw away the
S which do not intersect cubes from Y . After a parabolic rescaling note that the S
become K21 -cubes. Now fix one box ✷. After dyadic pigeonholing we may assume
that ‖Ef✷‖Lp(S) is dyadically constant as S varies. We may also assume that each
S contains ∼ η narrow K2 cubes from Y and that the number of S in ✷ is ∼M1.
After further pigeonholing we may assume that the fixed parameters from the
last paragraph are the same as ✷ varies. We can also assume that ‖f✷‖L2 ∼ β as ✷
varies. Let S✷ denote the remaining collection of tubes S. After pigeonholing one
more time we can assume that for each ✷
max
Tr⊂✷:r≥K21
#{S ∈ S✷ : S ⊂ Tr}
rα
∼ γ1,
where Tr are Kr × · · · × Kr × K
2r tubes in ✷ = ✷τ,D running parallel to G(τ).
Finally let Y✷ denote the narrow cubes contained in ✷. Sort the Q ∈ N (k) into
groups according to the value of the multiplicity
#{✷ : Q ⊂ Y✷} ∼ µ.
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We let B denote the collection of remaining ✷’s. It is straightforward to check as
in [DZ] that all this pigeonholing contributes an acceptable loss of (logR)c to our
estimates.
With all these parameters fixed we apply Proposition 3.2 and then Ho¨lder’s in-
equality to obtain
(16) ‖Ef‖Lp(Q) ≤ Cǫ(logR)
cK
m
(
1
2
− 1
p
)
+ǫ4
µ
1
2
− 1
p
( ∑
✷:Q⊂Y✷
‖Ef✷‖
p
Lp(wQ)
) 1
p .
Moreover, since ‖Ef‖Lp(Q) is dyadically constant as Q varies and the number of Q
is / Rd we can assume that (16) holds with the same pigeonholed parameters for
each Q. Then applying (16) for each such Q and summing, we arrive at the estimate
(17) ‖Ef‖Lp(Y ) ≤ Cǫ(logR)
cK
m
(
1
2
− 1
p
)
+ǫ4
µ
1
2
− 1
p
(∑
✷
‖Ef✷‖
p
Lp(wY✷ )
) 1
p .
We are at the same point as (3.19) in [DZ], with the only differences being the
additional loss of K
m
(
1
2
− 1
p
)
coming from the weaker decoupling for Hd−1m , along
with the admissible range of p.
We have the following relationships between our parameters. Each of these es-
timates is proved in exactly the same way as in the parabolic case (see (3.24) and
(3.25) in [DZ]).
(18)
µ
#B
.
(logR)cM1η
M
, η .
γKα+1
γ1
For each ✷ we will estimate the corresponding term in (17) by parabolic rescaling
and the induction hypothesis. Since the Fourier transform of Ef✷ is supported in
τ , we may find a function g✷ such that ‖g✷‖L2 = ‖f✷‖L2 and
(19) ‖Ef✷‖Lp(wY✷) = K
d+1
p
− d−1
2 ‖Eg✷‖Lp(w
Y˜
),
where Y˜ is the image of Y✷ under the parabolic rescaling. Note that by construction
Y˜ is a union of K21 -cubes which are the images of the pigeonholed S under the
rescaling, and these cubes are contained in a ball of radius R1. Moreover, the
hypothesis of Proposition 5.1 is satisfied for Y˜ at scale R1, with #Y˜ = M1 and γ1
playing the role of γ(Y˜ ). Applying (19) and then the induction hypothesis for each
✷ to (17) we obtain
‖Ef‖Lp(Y ) ≤ Cǫ(logR)
cK
m
(
1
2
− 1
p
)
+ǫ4
µ
1
2
− 1
pRs(α)+ǫK−2s(α)−ǫK
d+1
p
− d−1
2 (γ1M
−1
1 )
1
2
− 1
p
·
(∑
✷
‖f✷‖
p
L2
) 1
p .
Then as a consequence of (18) we obtain
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‖Ef‖Lp(Y ) ≤ Cǫ(logR)
cK
m
(
1
2
− 1
p
)
+ǫ4
Rs(α)+ǫK−2s(α)−ǫK
d+1
p
− d−1
2 (ηγ1M
−1#B)
1
2
− 1
p
·
(∑
✷
‖f✷‖
p
L2
) 1
p
≤ Cǫ(logR)
cK
m
(
1
2
− 1
p
)
+ǫ4
Rs(α)+ǫK
d+1
p
− d−1
2
−2s(α)−ǫ(Kα+1γM−1)
1
2
− 1
p (#B)
1
2
− 1
p
·
(∑
✷
‖f✷‖
p
L2
) 1
p .
(20)
Finally, since we are assuming ‖f✷‖L2 ∼ β for each ✷ ∈ B it follows that
(#B)
1
2
− 1
p
(∑
✷
‖f✷‖
p
L2
) 1
p . ‖f‖L2 .
This completes the sketch of the proof of Lemma 5.2.
5.2. The broad case. We now suppose that all Q are (k+1)-broad. Let cQ denote
the center of each Q. By using the uncertainty principle as in the proof of the broad
case in [DZ] we arrive at an estimate of the form
‖Ef‖pLp(Q) ≤ K
O(1)
∫
B(cQ,2)
k+1∏
j=1
|Efj |
p
k+1 , Q ∈ B(k).
Here the fj are suitable modulations of fτj ’s with (k+1)-transverse frequency sup-
ports. In particular ‖fj‖L2 ≤ ‖f‖L2 .
We may pigeonhole to assume that
‖
k+1∏
j=1
|Efj|
1
k+1‖L∞(B(cQ,2)) ∼ A
for each Q. We also fix q < p. Then using the above estimates and Bernstein’s
inequality we obtain
‖Ef‖Lp(Y ) ≤ K
O(1)‖
k+1∏
j=1
|Ef |
1
k+1‖Lp(
⋃
QB(cQ,2))
≤ KO(1)M
1
p
− 1
qAM
1
q
≤ KO(1)M
1
p
− 1
q ‖
k+1∏
j=1
|Efj |
1
k+1‖Lq(
⋃
Q B(cQ,2))
.
We now use (k + 1)-linear multilinear restriction in Rd. Recall the following:
Theorem 1 ([BCT]). Suppose fi ∈ L
2(Bd−1(0, 2)) with fi supported in Ui for
i = 1, 2, . . . , a and a ≤ d. Also suppose that Ui are a-transverse, in the sense that
inf
vi∈Ui
|G(v1) ∧G(v2) ∧ · · · ∧G(va)| & 1.
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Then for q ≥ 2aa−1 and any ǫ > 0
‖
a∏
i=1
|Efi|
1
a‖Lq(Bd(0,R)) ≤ CǫR
ǫ
a∏
i=1
‖fi‖
1
a
L2
.
Applying this theorem with a = k + 1 then yields
‖Ef‖Lp(Y ) ≤ CǫR
ǫ2KO(1)M
−
(
1
2
− 1
p
)
M
1
2
− 1
q ‖f‖L2 .
We may assume γ ≥ K−c. Then
M
1
2
− 1
q ≤ (γRα)
1
2
− 1
q = γ
1
2
− 1
q (Rα)
1
2(k+1) ≤ KO(1)γ
1
2
− 1
pR
α
2(k+1) .
If δ is chosen small enough (depending on ǫ) we therefore obtain
(21) ‖Ef‖Lp(Y ) ≤ CǫR
ǫγ
1
2
− 1
pM−(
1
2
− 1
p
)R
α
2(k+1) ‖f‖L2 .
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1.
5.3. Optimizing between the broad and narrow case. As above we assume
α < d −m. Note that we get a better estimate for sd(α) in the narrow case when
p = pm,k is as large as possible, and hence k is as small as possible (see (15)).
However, in the broad case we get a better estimate for sd(α) when k + 1 is as
large as possible, and hence k is as large as possible (see (21)). The goal now is to
optimize between these two cases. From Proposition 5.1 we have
(22) sd(α) ≤ max
(
(d−m)− α
2pm,k
+
α− (d−m) + 2
4
,
α
2(k + 1)
)
,
where
pm,k =
2(k −m+ 1)
k −m− 1
, k = m+ 1,m+ 2, . . . , d− 1.
Note that
(d−m)− α
2pm,k
+
α− (d−m) + 2
4
=
k + 1− d+ α
2(k −m+ 1)
,
so that (22) becomes
(23) sd(α) ≤ max
(
k + 1− d+ α
2(k −m+ 1)
,
α
2(k + 1)
)
.
Assume first that m > 1. Write k + 1 = d− j and let j ∈ [1,m − 1] be the unique
positive integer such that
α ∈
[
(j − 1)(d − j)
m− 1
,
j(d − (j + 1))
m− 1
)
.
This is possible since the intervals on the right hand side form a left-to-right partition
of [0, d−m) as j varies from 1 to m−1. This choice of j was found by some tedious
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algebra which we omit since it is not necessary to the proof. The bound in (23)
becomes
sd(α) ≤ max
(
α− j
2(d− j −m)
,
α
2(d− j)
)
=

α
2(d−j) , α ∈
[
(j−1)(d−j)
m−1 ,
j(d−j)
m
)
α−j
2(d−j−m) , α ∈
[
j(d−j)
m ,
j(d−(j+1))
m−1
)
,
and therefore
(24) β(α,Hdm−1) ≥

α(d−j−1)
d−j , α ∈
[
(j−1)(d−j)
m−1 ,
j(d−j)
m
)
α− α−jd−j−m , α ∈
[
j(d−j)
m ,
j(d−(j+1))
m−1
)
.
This finishes the proof if m > 1. The simpler case m = 1 can be handled by making
the choice k = d− 2.
5.4. k-broad estimates and failure of transverse equidistribution. In the
argument above we have used the k-linear restriction estimates proved in [BCT].
These estimates have nothing to do with the curvature of Hd−1m since they only
depend on the transversality of the support of the input functions. Any improve-
ment over the k-linear Bennett-Carbery-Tao estimate that takes into account the
curvature of Hd−1m will lead to improved lower bounds for β(α,H
d−1
m ).
One possible route towards such an improvement would be proving analogues of
Guth-type k-broad estimates as in [Gu1]. These estimates for the paraboloid are
weaker than the conjectured k-linear restriction estimates, but still strong enough to
yield improved estimates for the extension operator after applying a broad-narrow
argument.
We recall the basic set-up from [Gu1] for k-broad norms. On each ball BK2 ⊂ BR
Guth defines
µEf (BK2) := min
V1,...,VA
(
max
τ /∈Va
∫
BK2
|Ef |p
)
,
where the minimum is over (k − 1)-dimensional subspaces of Rd and the maximum
is over τ such that Angle(G(τ), Va) ≥
1
100dK for all a (abbreviated by ‘τ /∈ Va’).
Then the k-broad norm (which is not actually a norm) is defined to be
‖Ef‖p
BLpk,A
:=
∑
BK2⊂BR
µEf (BK2).
For the paraboloid Guth proves that
(25) ‖Ef‖BLpk,A
.ǫ,A R
ǫ‖f‖L2
for p in exactly the same range as the conjectured sharp k-linear restriction bounds,
and uses this to deduce new Lp bounds for Ef . A key tool used in Guth’s argu-
ment is a transverse equidistribution estimate, which is a certain manifestation of
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the uncertainty principle when Ef is concentrated on a neighborhood of a lower-
dimensional variety. In particular, if Z is an l-dimensional variety in Rd then Guth’s
transverse equidistribution estimate says that for ρ < R we have
(26)
∫
N
ρ1+δ
(Z)∩BR
|Ef |2 .ǫ R
ǫ
(
ρ
R
)d−l ∫
2BR
|Ef |2 +RapDec(R)‖f‖L2 .
The curvature of the paraboloid plays an essential role in the proof of (26), and
indeed (26) can fail for hyperboloids for certain Z. We explain why below using a
slight elaboration on an example found in [GHI] (see example 8.8). This creates an
obstacle towards proving k-broad estimates for Hd−1m , since the estimates (26) play
an important role in closing the induction in the proof of (25) for the paraboloid.
5.4.1. The example. We consider the special case d = 4,m = 1. After changing
coordinates we may assume without loss of generality that
Ef(x, t) =
∫
R3
f(ω)e2πi(x·ω+t(ω1ω2+ω
2
3))dω.
As in [Gu1] we will work with a scale R
1
2 wave packet decomposition
Ef =
∑
θ,ν
Efθ,ν ,
(see Section 2).
Below we will identify R3 with all tuples of the form (ω1, ω2, ω3, 0). If v =
(v1, v2, v3, v4) ∈ R
4 we also let v¯ denote the projection of v onto R3. Now let V
be a three-dimensional subspace of R4 determined by the unit normal vector
n¯ = (n1, n2, n3, 0).
We pick g ∈ L2(B(0, 2)) such that Eg is essentially concentrated along V in the
following sense. Let V denote the collection of wave packets Tθ,ν such that
Angle(Tθ,ν , V ) < R
− 1
2 and Tθ,ν ⊂ N
cR
1
2
(V )
whenever Tθ,ν ∈ V. Then ∑
(θ,ν)/∈V
Egθ,ν = RapDec(R)‖g‖L2 .
Recall that for our operator if ω is the center of θ then Tθ,ν points in the direction
G0(ω) = (−ω2,−ω1,−2ω3, 1).
Also note that g must be essentially supported in an O(R−
1
2 ) neighborhood of the
affine space
Ω(V ) = {ω ∈ R3 : G0(ω) ∈ V }.
If
n¯Ω = (n2, n1, 2n3, 0)
then one easily calculates that
Ω(V ) = {ω ∈ R3 : ω · n¯Ω = 0}.
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In particular Ω(V ) is a vector space, and we can assume without loss of generality
that |ω · n¯Ω| . R
− 1
2 in the support of g.
We now assume that V has been chosen so that
n1n2 + n
2
3 = 0.
It follows that n¯Ω ∈ V and n¯ ∈ Ω(V ), which we will see is the main obstacle towards
proving (26). Fix a ball B = B4(0, R
1
2 ) and a parameter ρ ∈ [R
1
2 , R]. We wish to
prove a lower bound on ∫
B∩N
cρ
1
2
(V )
|Eg|2.
Let
u = n¯× n¯Ω,
so that u ∈ Ω(V ) and {n¯, u, n¯Ω} is an orthonormal basis for R
3. We choose coordi-
nates ξ such that
ω = ξ1n¯+ ξ2u+ ξ3n¯Ω.
In particular if A is the orthonormal matrix
A =
[
n¯ u n¯Ω
]
then ω = Aξ. Let gA(ξ) = g(Aξ) and choose g such that gA(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = gA(ξ1, ξ2)
for |ξ3| ≤ R
− 1
2 and gA(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = 0 for |ξ3| > R
− 1
2 .
Define a linear operator S on R3 by
S(v1, v2, v3, 0) = (v2, v1, 2v3, 0).
Then for any v ∈ R3 one has
v1v2 + v
2
3 =
1
2
v · Sv.
One can now check that∫
B∩N
cρ
1
2
(V )
|Eg(x, t)|2 =
∫
B∩N
cρ
1
2
(AT V )
|E˜gA(y, t)|
2, y = ATx,
where E˜f be the operator
E˜f(x, t) =
∫
R3
f(ξ)e2πi(x·ξ+
1
2
t(ξ22(u·Su)+ξ1ξ3(n¯·Sn¯Ω+|n¯Ω|
2)+b))dξ
and b = O(R−
1
2 ) on the support of g and is independent of ξ1.
Note that ~e1 is normal to A
TV . We now let φ(ξ1) be a bump function with
bounded support and choose g such that gA(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = φ(ρ
1
2
−δξ1)φ(ξ2) when |ξ3| .
R−
1
2 . Since
ξ3(n¯ · Sn¯Ω + |n¯Ω|
2) = O(R−
1
2 )
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a standard stationary phase argument shows that E˜gA rapidly decays if |y1| ≥ ρ
1
2 .
Since ~e1 is normal to A
TV it follows that∫
B∩N
cρ
1
2
(AT V )
|E˜gA(y, t)|
2 =
∫
B∩N
cR
1
2
(AT V )
|E˜gA(y, t)|
2 +RapDec(R)‖g‖L2
=
∫
B∩N
cR
1
2
(V )
|Eg(x, t)|2 +RapDec(R)‖g‖L2 ,
and therefore∫
B∩N
cρ
1
2
(V )
|Eg|2 =
∫
B∩N
cR
1
2
(V )
|Eg|2 +RapDec(R)‖g‖L2
despite the fact that Eg is essentially tangent to V . It follows that there can be no
transverse equidistribution estimate on any neighborhood of V .
In the next section we give a different lower bound using a refined bilinear argu-
ment that takes the weight µ into account. In the example case d = 4 and m = 1
this argument avoids trilinear and 3-broad estimates for H31, and the bound obtained
is sharp when α ∈ (2, 3) = (d/2, d −m).
6. A bilinear argument in the case m < d−12
We now give different lower bounds for β(α,Hd−1m ) using a bilinear method sim-
ilar to the approach to weighted restriction estimates for the paraboloid in [Er2].
New ideas are needed, however, to deal with the more complicated transversality
assumption one needs to assume to have good bilinear estimates for Hd−1m . We need
the following two preliminary theorems, the first of which is due to Lee in dimension
d ≥ 3 and Vargas independently in dimension 3 (see [Le] and [Va]).
Theorem 4. Fix R ≥ 1 and δ > 0. Let {✷} be a finitely overlapping cover of
[−1, 1]d by cubes ✷ of side length R−δ. Suppose that F and G are such that F̂ and
Ĝ each have Fourier transform supported in N1(RH
d−1
m ), and suppose the supports
of F̂ and Ĝ are such that if
τ1 :=
1
R
projRd−1 supp F̂ , τ2 :=
1
R
projRd−1 supp Ĝ,
then
inf
ξ,ξ∈τ1
η,η∈τ2
∣∣〈(ξ − η),M(ξ − η)〉∣∣ & 1.
Then for each ✷, F and G can be decomposed as
F = F✷ + F✷c , G = G✷ +G✷c ,
with F✷, F✷c , G✷, G✷c all supported in NC(RH
d−1
m ) for some absolute constant C,
such that for ǫ≪ δ,∑
✷
‖F✷‖
2
2 .ǫ R
ǫ‖F‖22,
∑
✷
‖G✷‖
2
2 .ǫ R
ǫ‖G‖22,
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and ∥∥∥F̂✷Ĝ✷c∥∥∥
L2(✷)
,
∥∥∥F̂✷cĜ✷∥∥∥
L2(✷)
,
∥∥∥F̂✷cĜ✷c∥∥∥
L2(✷)
.ǫ,δ R
d−2
4
+cδ‖F‖2‖G‖2,
where the constant c is independent of δ and ǫ.
This is proved in Section 2 of the paper [Le] by Lee.
Theorem 5. Fix R ≥ 1. Suppose that F and G are supported in N1(RH
d−1
m ), and
suppose the supports of F and G are are such that if
τ1 :=
1
R
projRd−1 supp F̂ , τ2 :=
1
R
projRd−1 supp Ĝ,
then
inf
ξ,ξ∈τ1
η,η∈τ2
∣∣〈(ξ − η),M(ξ − η)〉∣∣ & 1.
Then for any measure µ supported on the unit ball and any q ∈ [2, 4],(∫ ∣∣∣F̂ Ĝ∣∣∣q/2 dµ)2/q .a R2acα(µ)2/q‖F‖2‖G‖2,
for any
a > max
{
d− 1
2
−
α
q
,
3d
8
−
(α + 1)
4
}
.
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of the weighted bilinear estimates for
the paraboloid and cone in [Er2] and [CHL1]. By induction it may be assumed that
the result holds at scales smaller than R/2. Fix a small δ > 0 and break the unit
ball into cubes ✷ of side length R−δ. Since q ∈ [2, 4],∥∥∥F̂ Ĝ∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ)
≤
∑
✷
∥∥∥F̂ Ĝ∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ,✷/2)
.
∑
✷
∥∥∥F̂✷Ĝ✷∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ,✷)
+
∥∥∥F̂✷Ĝ✷c∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ,✷/2)
+
∥∥∥F̂✷cĜ✷∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ,✷/2)
+
∥∥∥F̂✷cĜ✷c∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ,✷/2)
.(27)
Let ρ = Rδ. For each ✷, let µρ = ρ#(µχ✷), which is supported in a ball of radius
∼ 1. The first term is∥∥∥F̂✷Ĝ✷∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ,✷)
=
(∫ ∣∣∣F̂ (x/ρ)Ĝ(x/ρ)∣∣∣q/2 dµρ(x))2/q
=
(∫ ∣∣∣F̂ρ(x)Ĝρ(x)∣∣∣q/2 dµρ(x))2/q ,(28)
where Fρ is defined by F̂ρ(x) = F̂✷(x/ρ). Then Fρ and Gρ are supported in
Nρ−1(Rρ
−1H). Let φ be a Schwartz function such that |φ| ∼ 1 in a ball of ra-
dius ∼ 1 containing the support of µρ, and such that qφ is compactly supported in a
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ball around the origin. Then applying the induction hypothesis at scale R/ρ yields
(28) .
(∫ ∣∣∣∣ q̂φ ∗ Fρ(x) q̂φ ∗Gρ(x)∣∣∣∣q/2 dµρ(x)
)2/q
.
(
R
ρ
)2a
cα(µρ)
2/q
∥∥∥qφ ∗ Fρ∥∥∥
2
∥∥∥qφ ∗Gρ∥∥∥
2
.(29)
By Fubini, ∥∥∥qφ ∗ Fρ∥∥∥
1
. ‖Fρ‖1 .
The measure of a ball of radius 1 intersected with the ρ−1-neighbourhood of the
hyperboloid is . ρ−1, so ∥∥∥qφ ∗ Fρ∥∥∥
∞
. ρ−1 ‖Fρ‖∞ .
By interpolation, ∥∥∥qφ ∗ Fρ∥∥∥
2
. ρ−1/2 ‖Fρ‖2 = ρ
d−1
2 ‖F✷‖2 .
Using this and the inequality cα(µρ) . ρ−αcα(µ) gives
(29) . R2acα(µ)
2/qρ
−2a+d−1− 2α
q ‖F✷‖2 ‖G✷‖2
≪ R2acα(µ)
2/q ‖F✷‖2 ‖G✷‖2 ,
by the assumption on a.
For the first off-diagonal term, let φR be a smooth bump function equal to 1 on
B(0, 10CR) and vanishing outside a ball with the same centre and twice the radius
(here C is the same constant from Theorem 4). By Ho¨lder’s inequality,∣∣∣F̂✷Ĝ✷c∣∣∣q/2 = ∣∣∣F̂✷Ĝ✷c ∗ φ̂R∣∣∣q/2 . ∣∣∣F̂✷Ĝ✷c ∣∣∣q/2 ∗ ∣∣∣φ̂R∣∣∣ .
Hence,∥∥∥F̂✷Ĝ✷c∥∥∥
Lq/2(µ,✷/2)
=
(∫
✷/2
∣∣∣F̂✷Ĝ✷c∣∣∣q/2 dµ
)2/q
.
(∫
✷/2
∣∣∣F̂✷Ĝ✷c∣∣∣q/2 ∗ ∣∣∣φ̂R∣∣∣ dµ
)2/q
.N
(∫
✷
∣∣∣F̂✷(y)Ĝ✷c(y)∣∣∣q/2 (∣∣∣φ̂R∣∣∣ ∗ µ) (y) dy)2/q +R−N ‖F‖2 ‖G‖2 ,
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for arbitrarily large N . By Ho¨lder’s inequality, the first term satisfies(∫
✷
∣∣∣F̂✷(y)Ĝ✷c(y)∣∣∣q/2 (∣∣∣φ̂R∣∣∣ ∗ µ) (y) dy)2/q
≤
∥∥∥F̂✷Ĝ✷c∥∥∥
L2(✷)
∥∥∥∣∣∣φ̂R∣∣∣ ∗ µ∥∥∥2/q4
4−q
.(30)
The function
∣∣∣φ̂R∣∣∣ ∗ µ is essentially supported in a ball of radius ∼ 1, has L∞ norm
bounded by Rd−α+O(δ)cα(µ), and has L
1 norm . cα(µ). Therefore∥∥∥∣∣∣φ̂R∣∣∣ ∗ µ∥∥∥ 4
4−q
≤ R
q
4
(d−α+O(δ))cα(µ).
Combining this with the bound from Theorem 4 for the first term gives
(30) . R
d−2
4
+cδR
1
2
(d−α+O(δ))cα(µ)
2/q ‖F✷‖2 ‖G✷‖2 ≪ R
2acα(µ)
2/q ‖F✷‖2 ‖G✷‖2 ,
where the last inequality comes from the assumption on a. The bound on the other
three diagonal terms is similar, so putting this into (27), applying Cauchy-Schwarz
and then Theorem 4 finishes the proof. 
6.1. A bilinear version of the Du-Zhang method. The following is the main
result of the section, which implies the lower bounds for β(α,Hd−1m ) claimed in
(3). The argument combines the Du-Zhang approach from [DZ] with some recent
observations about Lee’s and Vargas’ bilinear estimates for the hyperboloid from
[Ba]. It can also be adjusted to work when d is odd and m = d−12 , but in that case
the inequality obtained is worse than the trivial bound.
Theorem 6. Assume that 1 ≤ m < d−12 . Fix α ∈
(
d−1
2 ,
d
2 + 1
)
and 0 < δ ≪ ǫ
and set K = Rδ. Let Y =
⋃M
j=1Qj be an α-dimensional collection of K
2-cubes in
Bd(0, R), with α-dimensional constant γ. Also suppose that ‖Ef‖L∞(Qj) is dyadi-
cally constant over Qj ⊆ Y . Then
‖Ef‖L∞(Y ) .ǫ γ
1/2M−1/2R
α+1
4
− d
8
+ǫ‖f‖2.
Proof. Suppose first that more than half of the cubes in Y are (m+2)-broad. Since
‖Ef‖L∞(Q) is dyadically constant as Q varies we have
(31) ‖Ef‖L∞(Y ) ≤M
−1/2
∑
Q⊆Y
‖Ef‖2L∞(Q)
1/2 .
Then for each (m+ 2)-broad cube Q, there exist significant caps τ1, . . . , τm+2 at
scale K−1, depending on Q, such that
‖Ef‖L∞(Q) ≤ K
O(1) ‖Efτi‖L∞(Q) ,
for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m+ 2}, and such that
(32) |n(ξ1) ∧ · · · ∧ n(ξm+2)| ≥ K
−1, for all ξi ∈ τi,
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where n(ξ) is the normal to the hyperboloid at (ξ, 〈ξ,Mξ〉) and M is the diagonal
matrix associated to Hd−1m . For each i let τ
∗
i be a K
−10-cap inside τi such that
‖Efτi‖L∞(Q) ≤ K
O(1)
∥∥Efτ∗i ∥∥L∞(Q) .
Suppose for a contradiction that for all i 6= j, there exist ξ ∈ τ∗i and η ∈ τ
∗
j with
|〈M(ξ − η), ξ − η〉| ≤ 100K−10,
Since the τ∗i are K
−10-caps, it follows that for all i 6= j,
〈M(ξi − ξj), ξi − ξj〉 = O(K
−10).
for all ξi ∈ τ
∗
i . Fix any such tuple and let ξ˜i = ξi− ξm+2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m+1. Then
the previous estimates yield〈
M(ξ˜i − ξ˜j), ξ˜i − ξ˜j
〉
= O(K−10), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m+ 1,
and
(33)
〈
Mξ˜i, ξ˜i
〉
= O(K−10), 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1.
Since M is self-adjoint, subtraction gives
(34)
〈
Mξ˜i, ξ˜j
〉
= O(K−10), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m+ 1.
By (32),
|(ξ1, 1) ∧ · · · ∧ (ξm+2, 1)| & K
−1,
which by the property v ∧ v = 0 implies that
(35)
∣∣∣ξ˜1 ∧ · · · ∧ ξ˜m∣∣∣ & ∣∣∣ξ˜1 ∧ · · · ∧ ξ˜m+1∣∣∣ & K−1.
Expand out ξ˜m+1 in the near-orthogonal basis
ξ˜m+1 = v1 + v2 + v3,
with
v1 ∈ span
{
ξ˜i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m
}
, v2 ∈ span
{
Mξ˜i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m
}
,
and
v3 ∈ span
{
ξ˜i,Mξ˜i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m
}⊥
.
More specifically, v3 is the orthogonal projection of ξ˜m+1 onto
span
{
ξ˜i,Mξ˜i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m
}⊥
,
and (v1 + v2) is the orthogonal projection of ξ˜m+1 onto
span
{
ξ˜i,Mξ˜i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m
}
.
Hence there exist constants λi and µi such that
v1 =
m∑
i=1
λiξ˜i, v2 =
m∑
i=1
µiMξ˜i.
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By (35), the coefficients λi and µi satisfy
(36)
(
m∑
i=1
|λi|
2
)1/2
. K |v1| ,
(
m∑
i=1
|µi|
2
)1/2
. K |v2| ,
and so by Cauchy-Schwarz and (34),
|〈v1, v2〉| . K
−8 |v1| |v2| ,
which gives (for K larger than a fixed constant)
1 & |v1 + v2|
2 & |v1|
2 + |v2|
2 .
Hence by (36) the coefficients λi and µi all have size . K. By (35),
∣∣∣ξ˜i∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣Mξ˜i∣∣∣ &
K−1. Hence by (34),
|v2|
2 =
〈
v2, ξ˜m+1 − v1
〉
. K−8.
Similarly, the v3 term satisfies
(37) |〈v3,Mv3〉| =
∣∣∣〈ξ˜m+1 − v1,M(ξ˜m+1 − v1)〉∣∣∣+O(K−4) = O(K−4).
The range of (I −M) is m-dimensional and contains the m vectors ξ˜i −Mξ˜i for
1 ≤ i ≤ m. These m vectors are linearly independent since otherwise the identity
w := ξ˜j −
∑
i 6=j
aiξ˜i =Mξ˜j −
∑
i 6=j
aiMξ˜i,
for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m and constants ai would give, by (34) and (35), the contradiction
K−1 sup
j
(1, |aj |) . |w| . sup
j
(1, |aj |)K
−5.
Hence v3 ∈ ran(I − M)
⊥ = ker(I − M) since M is self-adjoint, and (37) gives
|v3| . K−2. Hence
ξ˜m+1 = v1 +O(K
−2).
Returning to the old coordinates gives
ξm+1 =
m∑
i=1
λiξi +
(
1−
m∑
i=1
λi
)
ξm+2 +O(K
−2).
Using this and the property v ∧ v = 0 of the wedge product yields
|n(ξ1) ∧ · · · ∧ n(ξm+2)| = O(K
−2),
which contradicts (32) (provided K is large enough). This contradiction proves that
there exists a pair (i, j) with i 6= j such that
|〈M(ξ − η), ξ − η〉| ≥ 100K−10,
for every ξ ∈ τ∗i and η ∈ τ
∗
j with i 6= j. Assume without loss of generality that i = 1
and j = 2. Then since the τ∗1 , τ
∗
2 are K
−10-caps,
(38) inf
ξ,ξ∈τ∗1
ω,ω∈τ∗2
∣∣〈M(ξ − η), ξ − η〉∣∣ ≥ K−10.
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For each Q ⊆ Y there are . KO(1) corresponding pairs of caps (τ∗1 , τ
∗
2 ) defined above
satisfying (38), so by pigeonholing (31) and Bernstein’s inequality, there exists a
fixed pair (τ∗1 , τ
∗
2 ) such that
‖Ef‖L∞(Y ) ≤M
−1/2KO(1)
∑
Q⊆Y
∥∥∥∣∣Efτ∗1Efτ∗2 ∣∣1/2∥∥∥2L2(10Q)
1/2
≤M−1/2KO(1)
∥∥∥∣∣Efτ∗1Efτ∗2 ∣∣1/2∥∥∥L2(10Y ) .(39)
Define fR so that EfR(x) = Ef(Rx). We can now apply Theorem 5 after a minor
localisation argument (see for example Section 2.2 in [Ba]). This yields∥∥∥∣∣Efτ∗1Efτ∗2 ∣∣1/2∥∥∥L2(10Y ) = Rα2 ∥∥∥∣∣Efτ∗1 ,REfτ∗2 ,R∣∣1/2∥∥∥L2( 10YR ,Rd−α dm)
.a R
α
2
+a
∥∥Efτ∗1 ,R∥∥1/2L2(B(0,100)) ∥∥Efτ∗2 ,R∥∥1/2L2(B(0,100))
. R
α
2
− d
2
+a
∥∥Efτ∗1 ∥∥1/2L2(B(0,100R)) ∥∥Efτ∗2 ∥∥1/2L2(B(0,100R))
/ R
α+1
4
− d
8 ‖f‖2,
where the assumption α > d−12 was used to take the second term of the max in
Theorem 5. Putting this into (39) gives
‖Ef‖L∞(Y ) /M
−1/2R
α+1
4
− d
8 ‖f‖2,
which proves the inequality in the broad case. The narrow case is no different than
what we saw in Section 5. In particular from (6) and the assumption m < d−12 , the
exponent α+14 −
d
8 is at least as large as the best possible that passes through (m+1)-
narrow (L∞) decoupling (use k = m+ 1 in (23)), so this finishes the proof. 
Corollary 6.1. Assume that 1 ≤ m < d−12 and fix α ∈
(
d−1
2 ,
d
2 + 1
)
. Then for any
α-dimensional set X of unit cubes in Bd(0, R),
‖Ef‖L2(X) .ǫ R
α+1
4
− d
8
+ǫ‖f‖2,
and so
β(α,Hd−1m ) ≥
α
2
+
d
4
−
1
2
, α ∈
(
d− 1
2
,
d
2
+ 1
)
.
By Proposition 4.2 this is sharp if d ≥ 4 is even, m = d2−1 and α ∈ (d−m−1, d−m).
Consequently
β(α,Hd−1m ) =
α
2
+
d
4
−
1
2
, α ∈ (d−m− 1, d−m) , d even and m =
d
2
− 1.
Remark 6.1. Since we are working in L∞, our argument does not require the more
sophisticated decoupling result in Proposition 3.2. In particular the decoupling esti-
mate we use in this case is a simple consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
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Appendix: Equivalence between decay and localized restriction
estimates
In this appendix we explain how to prove Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 4.1. These
results are not new but we include arguments for the convenience of the reader.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We only show that sd(α) ≤
α−β(α,Hd−1m )
2 , since the other
inequality is more well-known and easily follows from duality and Plancherel (see for
example [DGOWWZ]). Our argument is essentially the same as in [BBCR, Ro, Ha1],
but we include the details since we are working with localized sd(α) and the identity
is different than in [BBCR, Ro, Ha1]. There is nothing special about the geometry
of Hd−1m , and the argument will work for any smooth hypersurface.
The idea is to use ‖Ef‖L1(dν) bounds to control the measure of level sets
µR{|Ef | > λ},
and use these estimates to bound ‖Ef‖L2(µR). Note that for any Borel measure ν
supported on Bd(0, R) we have, by duality, Plancherel, and Cauchy-Schwarz,
(40) |
∫
Efdν| . ‖f‖L2(Hd−1m )
(∫
H
d−1
m
|ν̂(ξ)|2dσ(ξ)
) 1
2
.
For each λ > 0 we let µR,λ be the measure on BR defined by
µR,λ(F ) =
µR(F ∩ {|Ef | > λ})
µR({|Ef | > λ})
=
µ(R−1(F ∩ {|Ef | > λ}))
µ(R−1{|Ef | > λ})
.
We assume for now that µR is supported on the set where Ef > 0. Make the
normalization ‖f‖L2 = 1 and apply (40) with ν = µR,λ to obtain∫
|Ef |dµR,λ .
(∫
H
d−1
m
|µ̂R,λ(ξ)|
2dσ(ξ)
) 1
2
.
Now let ν be the probability measure
ν =
µ|R−1{|Ef |>λ}
µ(R−1{|Ef | > λ})
.
Then
µ̂R,λ(ξ) =
∫
Rd
e−2πi(Rx·ξ)dν(x) = ν̂(Rξ),
and therefore we obtain∫
|Ef |dµR,λ ≤
(∫
H
d−1
m
|ν̂(Rξ)|2dσ(ξ)
) 1
2
(41)
. R−
β
2 cα(ν)
1
2
for any β < β(α,Hd−1m ).
We claim that
(42) cα(ν) . R
αcα(µR)µ(R
−1{|Ef | > λ})−1.
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Indeed, let Br be a ball of radius r such that cα(ν) ∼
ν(Br)
rα . Then
cα(ν) ∼
µ(Br ∩R
−1{|Ef | > λ})
rα
µ(R−1{|Ef | > λ})−1
=
µ(R−1(BRr ∩ {|Ef | > λ}))
rα
µ(R−1{|Ef | > λ})−1
= Rα
µR,λ(BRr)
(rR)α
≤ Rαcα(µR,λ)
≤ Rαcα(µR)µR({|Ef | > λ})
−1,
proving (42).
It follows from (41), (42), and the definition of µR,λ that
λ . R
α−β
2 µR({|Ef | > λ})
− 1
2 cα(µR)
1
2 ,
and therefore
(43) µR({|Ef | > λ}) . λ
−2Rα−βcα(µR).
Recall that∫
|Ef |2dµR = 2
∫ ∞
0
λµR({|Ef | > λ})dλ = 2
∫ C
0
λµR({|Ef | > λ})dλ,
the latter identity following from the normalization ‖f‖L2 = 1. Then∫ R−β2
0
λµR({|Ef | > λ})dλ ≤ R
α−β
and as a consequence of (43) we also obtain∫ C
R−
β
2
λµR({|Ef | > λ})dλ . cα(µR)R
α−β
∫ C
R−
β
2
λ−1dλ
.δ cα(µR)R
α−β+δ
for any δ > 0.
We have therefore shown that
‖Ef‖L2(µR) .δ cα(µR)
1
2R
α−β+δ
2 ‖f‖L2
for any δ > 0 and for any β < β(α,Hd−1m ) when µR is supported in the set where
Ef > 0. In the general case we decompose
Ef = g1 − g2 + i(g3 − g4), gj ≥ 0
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and let Gj denote the support of gj . Then we set µ
j
R = µR|Gj and repeat the above
argument to obtain
‖Ef‖L2(µR) .δ
( 4∑
j=1
cα(µ
j
R)
) 1
2R
α−β+δ
2 ‖f‖L2
.δ cα(µR)
1
2R
α−β+δ
2 ‖f‖L2 .
It follows that
sd(α) ≤
α− β
2
+
δ
2
for any δ > 0 and β < β(α,Hd−1m ). Letting β → β(α,H
d−1
m ) and δ → 0 completes
the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We first show sd(α) ≥ sd(α). Fix δ > 0 and choose s < sd(α)
such that for all α-dimensional µ supported in Bd(0, 1)
‖Ef‖L2(µR;Bd(0,R)) .δ cα(µR)
1
2Rs+δ‖f‖L2
whenever supp(f) ⊂ Bd−1(0, 2).
Let X be a union of lattice unit cubes in Bd(0, R) such that γα(X) ∼ 1. We
define a measure µ on Bd(0, 1) such that µ(E ∩R−1Q) = |RE∩Q|#X if Q ∈ X and such
that µ(L) = 0 for every other lattice R−1-cube L. Then µ is a probability measure.
For any ball Br with r ≥ R
−1 we have
µ(Br)
rα
.
1
#X
#{Q ∈ X : Q ⊂ BcRr}
rα
=
Rα
#X
#{Q ∈ X : Q ⊂ BcRr}
(Rr)α
.
Now R
α
#X . 1 since γ
d
α(X) ∼ 1 and therefore we can conclude that
µ(Br)
rα
. 1
when r ≥ R−1. On the other hand if r < R−1 then Rr < 1 and we have
µ(Br) . R
−α(Rr)d . R−α(Rr)α = Crα.
It follows that
cα(µ) . 1
and so µ is α-dimensional. As a consequence
‖Ef‖L2(µR;Bd(0,R)) .δ R
s+δcα(µR)
1
2‖f‖L2
whenever supp(f) ⊂ Bd−1(0, 2). From the definition of µR it follows that
‖Ef‖L2(X) .δ
(#X
Rα
cα(µR)
) 1
2Rs+δ‖f‖L2 .
Finally we choose r > 0 and a ball Br such that cα(µR) ∼
µR(Br)
rα . If r ≥ 1 we have
#X
Rα
cα(µR) ∼ #X ·
µ(R−1Br)
rα
.
#{Q : Q ⊂ Bcr}
rα
. γdα(X).
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On the other hand, if r < 1 then we can directly estimate
#X
Rα
cα(µR) ∼ #X ·
µ(R−1Br)
rα
.
|Br|
rα
. 1 . γdα(X).
It follows that
sd(α) ≤ s+ δ < sd(α) + δ.
Letting δ → 0 completes the proof.
To prove the reverse inequality one uses the fact that |Ef | is essentially constant
on cubes of side-length 1 (since f is supported in a ball of radius 2) along with a
standard pigeonholing argument to discretize the measure (see for example [DZ]).

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